
planned the scheme and it was this same attitude which
was crucial in determining whether the scheme would
really work as a joint co-operative venture or whether it
would sink to being merely a method of extracting cotton
for the benefit of the British Empire. In fact relationships
were remarkably good but by the end of the Second
World War important changes had to be made. The
tenants were no longer satisfied with a paternalistic man
agement: if the scheme was to fulfill its early pronlise it
must cease being a bureaucracy and grow instead into a
real democracy. They, the tenants, were going to run the
scheme theluselves: it was time for the Syndicate to pull
out from the Gezira. The tenant was no longer prepared
to exist for the sake of the scheme; the scheme must exist
for the sake of the tenant.

CONSEQUENTLY THE SYNDICATE was informed that it would
be granted no more concessions after 1950 and plans
began to ~e made for the setting up of an independent
Board \VhlCh would be responsible for managing the
scherne: thjs Board "n~eded to be as interested as ever in
profits and efficiency, but would differ from the Syndicate,
in that it could apply its profits not to shareholders but
to stimulating new services to the community" (p. 244).
Thus in 1950 the private enterprise, without which there
~ould be lit~le cotton in the Sudan today, was nationa
lIsed, accordIng to an agreement which shareholders had
known about all along~ and the assets bought by the
Governnlent. At the sanle time the Gezira Board was set
up in such a way as to ensure effective independent man~
~gement an.d freedom fron1 any political bias or influence~

It \vas deSIgned to be a compronlise betvleen the "rival
claims of state and tenants. Secondly, a Gezira Local
Committee, representative of tenants and local govern
n1ents, was set up to keep the Board informed of the
wishes of the inhabitants and to make recommendations
concerning the allocation of funds available for social
development.

But there were still difficulties ahead, for althouoh the
change from private to puhlic enterprise had been s~ccess
fully made the new G.ezira Board was not really indige
nous to the Sudan as Its menlbers w·ere appointed by the
Governor-General v/ho \\ as the servant of the colonial
power, Britain. It was not until 1954 that an all-Sudanese
Government was elected but as soon as it vias in power
there was great pressure for urgent Sudanisation of the
Civil Service and also of the G~ezira Scheme. Those re
sponsible f?r the se.heme had not made sufficient prepara
tIon for thIS necessIty and there was a certain amount of
friction an0 loss of efficiency while the change \vas made.
However, Important though these failures were they were
no.t .fatal, for today the Gezira continues as the dynamo
drIVIng the econolny of the \vhole Sudan: the two million
acres of irrigated land cultivated by a class of mixed
farmers with a permanent stake and say in the land which
they farm is living proof that planning and entrepreneur
ship ca~ gc: togeth~r; proof that the benefits of large
~cale, sClentJflc farmlng can be obtained without sacrificing
the freedom of the small man. As such the Gezira has
much to teach us in the rest of Africa. •
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Anglo-Saxons
French Canadians

and Afrikaners compared

T. R. H. DAVENPORT

THERE ARE MANY PLACES where one could go to study the
problems arising out of the political and cultural clash of
rival ethnic groups; but it is much harder to locate two
societies where local conditions are sufficiently alike to
make a comparison fruitful. It has, of course, occurred to
scholars in the past to subject the South African and
Canadian societies to such treatment; but those who have
done so have usually reached the conclusion that the
differences between them are more striking than the
similarities.

It is sonletinles argued, for exanlple, that the parallel
breaks down because the French Canadians are concen
trated in one province with safeguards under a federal
constitut~on, ,:",hereas their Afrikaner opposite numbers
are dOnl1~al1t In the greater part of South Africa, need no
such speCIal p.rot~ction, an? have none. Alternatively, the
absence of a SIgnIficant raCIal problem in Canada has been
taken to show that the Anglo-French relationship there
lacks that third dimension which is of the essence of the
South African probl~m. But a Montreal professor of law,
\\'hen confronted WIth the latter argument, immediately
began to talk about the cultural and economic 'annexa
tionists' across the American border, the immensity of
whose presence tends to induce the same sort of reluctant
solidarity. among. Canadians of both language groups as
does the ImmenSIty of the black presence in the case of
white South Africans.

And as for the argument based on distribution of
population, it is instructive to remenlber that there are as
many French-speakers in Canada outside the Province of
Quebec as there are Afrikaners in South Africa. The fact
remains; ~owever, that no basic comparative study exists.
The brIllIance of Andre Siegfried's Racial Question in
Canada, written in 1906, was not matched in the South
African section of his African Journey, written in 1951.

CONTACT BET\VEEN AFRIKANERDOM and French Canada
despite ,their common experience as minority groups in ~
predomlnantly Anglo-Saxon or English-speaking Common-

T. R. H. D A V E N P 0 R T, senior lecturer in history
at the University of Cape Town, has just spent a year
in North An'lerica.
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wealth, has been occasional rather than continuous. It has
taken the foml of periodic mutual discovery, but the
discovery has not usually resulted in the growth of any
kind of continuous association. Thus Henri Bourassa
'discovered' General Hertzog in 1914; but although the
two men appreciated the similarity of their respective
positions in the politics of their two countries, their
correspondence failed to endure. A francaphile English
Canadian known to the present writer, who once stood
for election on a French-Canadian nationalist platform,
discovered the Malanite Nationalist Party in 1945, and
thereafter received N e~v Era regularly; but although he
felt drawn by the cultural striving of the H.N.P., he was
alienated before long by its racial philosophy.

Perhaps the most important reason for the relative
absence of contact between Afrikanerdom and French
Canada has been the religious one. Calvinisnl and
Catholicism do not easily mix, or exchange ideas. There
is a wide gulf between the priest in a soutane reading his
office on the parapets of Quebec city and the dominie who
once played rugby for Stellenbosch. Yet despite this, each
enjoys a very high status in his comlllunity. Each has an
unusually influential voice in the control of public morals;
and within each society there has developed in recent
years-as on other occasions in the past-some noteworthy
opposition to this kind of influence. In the one country,
literary leaders strike out against censorship legislation. In
the other, the Catholic laity strike out against clerical
dominance in public education through works with such
provocative titles as The University says '1'10' to the
Jesuits or How they Brutalise our Children.

THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN their respective outlooks can
be taken further. One of the nlost striking features of the
French Canadian outlook is its universalist quality. The
fait fraJ19ais en Amerique is, one is constantly reminded"
primarily a religious fact. It is preserved in a system of
confessional public education. French Canadian nation
alist leaders have included a high proportion of eminent
Catholics, both in and out of orders-men such as
Bourassa" the layman, and Canon Lionel Groulx, octo
genarian doyen of modern nationalist historians. For such
men, the justification of the French presence in North
America has been primarily a religious one. They are
there to carry out a mission, because they are the bearers
of a universal religion and a universal culture. The jacket
of a separatist treatise published in 1937 carried a map
of Europe and North America, traversed by an arrow
running from Athens through Rome and Paris to the
projected 'Free State of Quebec'. The Afrikaner nationalist,
perhaps with greater modesty, prefers the image of a
'bastion' to that of a 'bridgehead'.

Nowhere is the universalist outlook seen more clearly,
outside the religious sphere, than in the matter of language.
Where the Afrikaner developed his taal under conditions
of isolation from the low countries-an isolation in part
self-imposed-the French Canadian developed a patois
which a Montreal paper, Le Devoir, recently nicknamed
joual (from the way a Montrealer would mouth the word
for a horse). What began as a French provincial dialect
and subsequently acquired American overtones and a sub-
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stantial Anlerican vocabulary is not very like the French
of Paris-at least not to the untrained ear. Anglicisms
abound, and it is possible to tell a French Canadian in his
own language that he is 'mean', 'noisy', 'en strike' or 'fit
pour une job'. The. Anglicism is deplored in Afrikaans as
it is in Canadian French, at least by the linguistic experts.
But in Canada the whole of joual is deplored by the
intellectuals, on the ground that it can never be a sub
stitute for the classical French of France. To quote a
Jesuit whose I,npertinences of Brother Anonynl0us has
sold like hot cakes in recent months,

As long as you want merely to chat about sports and the
weather, as long as you talk only such stuff, joual does very
well. For primitives, a primitive language is good enough;
animals get along with a fe\\' grunts. But if you \-vant to
attain to human speech~ joual is not sufficient. You can make
do with a board and some whitewash if you \vant to paint a
barn, but finer tools are necessary for the Mona Lisa.

The finer tool in question is the language of France, or as
one French Canadian once put it, 'the international ver
nacular of all superior thoughts and aspirations'. Nobody
has ever done for Canadian French what the leaders of
the second Taalbeweging did for Afrikaans, or what
Richelieu's Academie did for the French language itself.

BUT A SENSE OF CULTURAL superiority does not help the
French Canadian much in practical life. He is still paying
the penalty outside the Province of Quebec for the security
which he bought inside that province at the time of con
federa tion. His language is not publicly used outside
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Quebec, even on road sIgns, while the Houses of Parlia
ment, where the use of French is officially protected under
the constitution, have recently gone over to a system of
simultaneous translation. French speakers form slightly
less than a quarter of the population of Canada. In the
Dominion civil service, the Department of External
Affairs employs French Canadians jn the ratio of about
one to five; but in other departments the ratio is smaller.
The federal civil service is not yet bilingual in its corres
pondence, and a minority statement by Commissioner
Eugene Therrien in the report of the Glasco Comn1ission
on Government Organisation in 1962 urged the necessity
of changing this as soon as possible. This was, however,
a minority report, and it remains to be seen whether the
strong commission appointed by the new premier of
Canada, Mr. Lester Pearson, will come forward with
positive proposals in this regard. The problem is not easy
of solution, not least because the French Canadian who
seeks employn1ent in the federal capital is often oppressed
by a sense of isolation from his French compatriots back
at home. The provincial service has, for this reason, greater
attractions: there one does not stand the risk of being

labelled vendu ('solo'). The isolation of Ottawa has helped
to produce at least one prominent separatist in recent
years.

BUT THE REAL REASON for anxiety in the mind of the
modern canadien lies, not in the difficulty which he ex
periences in finding his niche in Canadian public life, but
in fears for future employn1ent even in his own province.
In the past it has often been held that what Siegfried
called the French Canadian's 'philoprogenitiveness' was
his greatest safeguard against submersion under an alien
culture. But nowadays the 'revenge of the cradle' is no
longer seen as a guarantee of survival. Relative to Ontario,
the population increase is smaller. The 'ethnics', as immi
grants whose home language is neither English nor French
are described, tend to be drawn into the English milieu
rather than the French. American and English-Canadian
owned businesses and chain stores have begun to penetrate
the towns of French Canada, contributing not only bastard
words to the canadien's vocabulary, and routine work in
the lower echelons for French Canadians in an alien
environment, but also executive posts for those with a

Words
Words
Words

AN ARTICLE in the October Survey, the
Journal of Soviet and East European Stu
dies edited by WaIter Z. Laqueur (133 Ox
ford Street, London Wl, R2 per year)
quotes lames P. Cannon's History of Anle
rican Trotskyism: "It seems to be a pecu
liar law that the greater a party's isolation
from the living labour movement ... the
more radical it becomes in its formUlations,
its programme etc.... Y·ou see it in the
split-offs from the Trotskyist movement
our own 'lunatic fringe'. The less people
listen to them, the less effect their words
have on the course of human events, the
more extreme and unreasonable and hyste
rical they be~ome in their formulations." It
is amusing to read The Torch, Cape Town,
on the subject of the forthcoming elections
in the Transkei. Its line is, of course, total
boycott, and so far has it strayed from
reality that it does not even have to explain
away the fact that 800,000 voters registered,

and on top of that, 180 c.andidates came
forward for the 45 seats to be contested on
20 November. As far as The Torch is con
cerned, "the people" are, or ought to be,
boycotting these "dummy elections", and
only a fe\v Liberal "stooges" like Chief
Sabata and Mr. H. S. Majija are "collabo
rating". "The people" know a trick worth
two of that, of course, and are already
showing the Government that participation
in the Transkei elections is not the same as
being pro-Government. (The Torch, 52
Caledon Street, Cape Town, is a weekly
newspaper supporting with \veekly verbal
pyrotechnics one of the man y fragments of
the Non-European Unity Movement).

•
ON TOP OF John Mander's October Encoull
ter article came fresh evidence of the lack
of fibre in English-speaking South Africa.
In Black Week there was the collapse of
the Port Elizabeth City Council's mandated
support for Rhodes University as opposed
to a Government-backed "dual medium"
university in that city; the banning of Who's
Afraid of Virginia J¥oolf? and the accept
ance of a post on the new Publications
Control Board by Professor John Harvey of
Stellenbosch University. How sad that the
only u man of letters" in the Board should
be English-speaking Professor Harvey, who
was born in Pretoria in 1922, and educated

at Natal University after war service with
the S.A.A.F. A poem of his describes the
'"thrill of horror" that runs through the
termites' "lightless stuffy halls" when they
are kicked open. He ends, with a stanza
\vhich seen1S to fit the company he has now
entered:
"So, when the seven-league boots of giant

minds
Shatter our safe and comfortable night,
\Ve rush with spit and dirt and gnashing

jaws
To smother out the fatal air and light."

•
IF YOU DON'T KNOW why Virginia Woolf
\vas mentioned above, then the cap fits. A
Hollander read of Senator De Klerk's tele
gram banning the play just before the cur
tain went up, and immediately exclaimed:
"In Holland, they would have gone right
ahead and let the police do their worst!"
He went out and met a fellow Hollander,
who hailed hin1: "In Holland we would
ha ve gone right ahead with that play!"
Next he met a leading Q.C., English-speak
ing, and asked: '~Why didn't they go right
ahead?" The Q.C. replied: "But they would
have committed an offence." "What would
have happened to them?" asked the Hol
lander. "Well, they would have been fined
. . ." the lawyer ended, with all the lame
acceptance of the la\v-abiding British.
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command of the English language. Managerial posltlon~,

even in Quebec Province, are held to an inordinate degree
by English speakers. The same goes for posts requiring
modern technical training, \vhere the French Canadian
educational tradition has been \veakest for example in the
field of engineering.

There has consequently grown up a mood of frustration
in French Canada, on account of intruding influence~

which local traditions are often not properly fitted to
resist. Increasing awareness of the problem, however, has
led to the propagation of new remedies. There has been
a demand for more technical education. In response to the
take-over bids of outside commercial and industrial firms,
there has been considerable agitation for the nationalisa
tion of resources; but this is something which has to be
discreetly recommended on account of the opposition of
the local tradition to anything that smacks of socialism.
Recent proposals to nationalise the 'hydro' (hydro-electric
power) illustrate the current mood, however. This is a
major source of Quebec wealth, and a great employer of
labour.

Frustration engendered the separatist mood, and
separatism revived in French Canada in 1961-2, when
unemployment was on the increase. Despite the existence
of ..three separate separatist movements, however, it would
be an exaggeration to say that their arguments had capti
vated French Canada. None claimed a membership of
more than about 2000 in 1962. Commentators have some
times suggested that separatisn1-the demand, that is, for
the full political independence of Quebec-is a recurring
phenomenon, a sort of 'Natal stand', in which French
Canadians periodically indulge, not because they want to
launch Laurentia as an independent state, but because they
find that this is the only way to needle one or other of
the two major federal parties into action on their behalf.

THE VICTORY OF SOCIAL CREDIT in 26 of the Quebec
constituencies in the 1962 general election, though the
party had never held a Quebec seat before, was a good
indication of the mood of French Canada at the time.
This, as La Presse of Montreal observed at the time, was
not evidence that Quebec had suddenly found truth in
the theories of JA..berhart, but a demonstration analogous
to pouiadisnle: the Liberals and Progressive Conservatives
had failed the province: conscience forbade them to
support the New Den10cratic Party~ with its socialist
leanings; and the 'Socreds' \vere therefore the only alter
native, under the stio1ulating local leadership of Real
Caovette. They \von a number of seats in areas of high
unemployment. The fact that six of the 'Sacred's' gains in
1962 \vent Liberal in 1963 suggests that the separatists
mood has receded. \vhich may simply be a function of
better employment conditions. But when separatism goes
to the length of using explosives. as it has done in the
early nart of 1963, it seems high time for the federal
authorities to take stock of the phenomenon, as indeed
they appear to be doing, lest the political atmosphere of
Canada should be needlessly polluted when the centenary
of confederation-which French Canadians tend to look
on. rightly or wrongly, as a mutual compact-is celebrated
in four years' time. •
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Sticking

Knives

Richard Rive

Blame Me on History by Bloke Modisane
(Thames & Hudson 25s.)

WHETHER DISCUSSED in the safe and
academic confines of a London bed-sitter,
or in the turmoil and furore of the South
Africa the author so glowingly portrays, Mr.
Modisane's book is bound to prove contro
versial. In a style vivid and penetrating at
times, the \\Titer leads us through the ruins
of Sophiatown, now bull-dozed into obli
vion, the shebeens, cheap cinemas and dark
lanes. We hear with him the street-corner
discussions participate in the murderous
gang fueds, and relive his terrible childhood,
where death and fear are the order of the
day. It is a pity that structurally he should
have redress to resurrect 'the glory that was
Sophiatown' in a method already hackneyed
when Goldsmith wrote his 'Deserted
Village'. In spite of this, it is in his child
hood reminiscences that Mr. Modisane is
at his best~ the fights against white boys at
the n1ud-pool, the startling death of sister
from malnutrition, the harrowing account
of seeing his father's face beaten to a pulp
by a tsotsi, the humiliation of witnessing
his mother's arrest for brewing illicit liquor
in order to send him through school so that
he might realise his ambition ·of becoming
a doctor. These passages are palpitating and
the autobiographical details skilfully woven,
although sentimental and melodramatic at
times. His style is best displayed \vhen he
describes his identity with Sophiatown.

'Sophiatown belongs to me; when we
were not shaking hands or chasing the
same girl or sharing a bottle of brandy,
we were sticking knives into each other's
backs. The land was bought with the
sweat, the scrounging, the doing without,
and it not only was mine even if the rain
leaked through the roof and the cold
seemed to creep through the cracks in the
ceiling, and crawled through the rattling
window frames under the door.'
At the tender age of 14, his hopes of

becoming a doctor are frustrated by the
death of his father, and he is forced to
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